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[57] ABSTRACT

A joystick controller employs differential pairs of elec-

tronic sensors to detect the direction of displacement of

the joystick shaft and a single electronic sensor to detect

the magnitude of the displacement. The differential

pairs of sensors output signals representative of the

direction of the displacement of the joystick shaft from
a datum. The single sensor outputs signals having a

magnitude representative of the magnitude of the dis:

placement. A controller uses the output signals to con-,

trol a dependent device. In one embodiment, the con-

troller compares the sensor output signals to predeter-

mined threshold values and ignores movements of the

shaft which cause the sensors to generate output signals

having magnitudes below the threshold values.

18 Claims, 10 Drawing Sheets
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ing as may occur when the joystick is used in harsh

JOYSTICK CONTROLLER EMPLOYING environments.

HALL-EFFECT SENSORS Conventional joysticks for use in. devices operated in

harsh environments have ialsd typically used complex

. The present invention relates to joystick controllers. 5 and expensive arrangements to bias the joystick so that

Joysticks are well known input devices for control- it reverts to a centered position when hot being operT

hng many types of systems ranging from cranes to ro- ated. This, of course, increases the cost of the joystick,

botic manipulators. There are two principal types of To provide a more nigged electronic joystick, at-

joystick commonly used, namely the proportional joy-
.
tempts have been made to use magnetic devices as sen-

stick and the ON/OFF joystick. 10 sor elements. Such a device is shown in U.S. Pat No.

As is known to those of skill in the art, conventional 4,639,668, which employs pairs of inductors in a tuned

proportional joysticks provide output signals which . resonant circuit. The circuit's frequency response is.

correspond to the magnitude of displacement of the varied by the movement of a ferromagnetic mass which

joystick between two positions. For example, if a pro- is affixed to a joystick. Displacement of the joystick is

portions! joystick is connected to an engine throttle, a 15 thus detected from the variations in the circuit's fre-

slight movement of the joystick will partially" open the quency response and appropriate , control signals are

throttle. Displacement of the joystick to its extreme produced.

position will fully open the throttle. Another magnetic device which has been used as a

In contrast, ON/OFF joysticks only provide an out- sensor element in joysticks is. the Hall Effect sensor. In

put indicating that a displacement of the joystick has
20

an application note entitled, "Hall Effect Transducers,

occurred. For example, if an ON/OFF joystick is con- How to apply them as sensors," published by MICRO-
nected to a transmission, moving the joystick from its SWITCH, a Honeywell Division, a joystick which

centered position will select a gear and returning the employs Hall Effect sensors is shown on page 145.

joystick to its centered position will disengage the gear While resonant circuits, Hall Effect sensors and the

to return the transmission to neutral. like permit the building of a robust joystick, they too

In some systems, such as the two examples above, the suffer from disadvantages. A primary difficulty is expe-

joystick may be directly connected to its dependent rienced when attempting to. assure that a reasonable

control device so that moving the joystick, directly strength of magnetic field is present at the sensor over

actuates the dependent control device through mechan- ^ the entire range of joystick displacement. Magnetic

ical linkages. . While systems of this type "are simple in field strength is inversely proportional to the square of

concept, they often suffer from disadvantages. the distance from the magnet and this may lead to unde-

Direct connection of the joystick to its dependent tectable field strengths being present at a sensor element

control device requires that either the dependent con- when the joystick is displaced to its extreme position,

trol device be directly attached to the joystick or that a
35

Also, magnetic sensors typically suffer from saturation

control linkage be provided between the joystick and effects when subjected to high magnetic field levels and

each control device. These linkages may be mechanical, therefore a sensor may not be able to discriminate small

hydraulic, pneumatic, or the like and thus it may be displacements of the joystick about a position where the

difficult or expensive to implement the linkages. Exan> sensor is in the presence , of a high strength magnetic

pies of these systems may include those which have ^ field.

high pressure hydraulic systems requiring long runs of The conventional magnetic sensors described above

expensive pressure lines or systems in which relative . also suffer further disadvantages. For example, tuned

movement occurs between the joystick and the depen- resonant circuits are relatively expensive to manufac-

dent control devices due to rotation of the operator's ture and are subject to accuracy variations with temper-

booth. 45 ature changes and errors due to electronic noise. Hall

To overcome the problems associated with direct Effect sensors, on the other hand, suffer variations in

linkages, electronic joysticks have been used. In an the sensitivity of individual sensors due to manufactur-

electronic joystick, sensors are typically employed to ing tolerances. This has required, that joysticks using

detect displacement of the joystick. In operation, the Hall Effect sensors be calibrated when assembled, again

sensors generate electric signals upon movement of the 50 increasing costs. .

joystick which are used to activate the dependent con- It is therefore an object of the present invention to

trol device. These dependent control devices may be provide a novel joystick which obviates or mitigates the

solenoid activated valves, relays, electric motors, etc. above disadvantages.

The generation of electrical signals as control signals According to one aspect of the present invention

allows relatively simple and inexpensive electrical wir- 55 there is provided a joystick device comprising:

ing to be used as a connection between the joystick and a shaft;

the dependent control devices. a support surface;

Although conventional electronic joysticks have ; mounting means operating between said shaft, and

alleviated some of the problems associated with their said support surface to allow pivotal displacement

mechanical counter-parts, they have however, suffered 60 therebetween; ....
from problems as well. Various types of sensors and biasing means for biasing said .shaft to a centered

transducers including microswitches, potentiometers. position;

and the like have been previously employed to detect indicator means located on said shaft adjacent one

the displacement of the joystick. Unfortunately, these . end thereof;

types of sensors tend to be delicate and may break or 65 an array ofsensor elements including at least one pair

loose accuracy with extended or harsh use. These types of sensor elements operating as a differential pair to

of sensors are also typically susceptibleto damage from detect the direction of dwplacement of said indicator

any intrusion of dirt or water within the joystick housr means upon pivoting of said shaft; and

06/29/2003, EAST Version: 1.03.0002
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a single sensor to detect the magnitude of displace- Referring to FIGS. 1 through 6, a joystick 10 is gen-
mem of said indicator means. erally shown. The joystick 10 includes a bearing hous-

In another aspect of the present invention, there is ing 12 with a stepped bore 18 provided through it. A
provided a joystick device comprising: spherical bearing 16 (Canadian Bearing Supply's NRR-
a shaft; 5 10 for example) is fitted into the stepped bore 18 and is

a support surface; maintained in place by circlip 20. A shaft 14 passes
mounting means acting between said shaft and said through bearing 16 and is maintained in place by a pair

support surface to allow translational and rotational of longitudinally spaced circlips22. Bearing 16 allows a
movement therebetween; range of universal movement of the shaft 14 relative to
a spring, extending between one end of said shaft and to the bearing housing 12

said support surface, said spring acting to center said One end 24 of the shaft 14 extends upwardly from an
shaft translationally and rotationally. upper surface of the bearing housing 12. A flexible bel-

Preferabiy, the sensor elements are arranged in an lows 30 rests upon the upper surface of the bearing
array to provide accurate readings of the joystick posi- housing 12. A sealing ring 32 is located atop the bellows
tion over a wide range of displacement of the shaft and 15 30 adjacent its outer radial edge 33. Screws, not shown,
to eliminate the need for calibration of the joystick. pass through the sealing ring 32 and the outer radial

It is also preferred that the mounting means is robust, edge 33 into the bearing housing 12 to secure the outer
yet relatively inexpensive, and allows three degrees of radial edge 33 of the bellows 30 to the bearing housing
freedom of movement of the joystick. Preferably, the 12. The shaft end 24 projects through a passage 31
biasing means is in the form of a single spring that oper- 20 formed through the bellows 30 with the inner radial
ates to center the joystick. edge of bellows 30 defining the passage 31 being sized

It is also preferred that sensor elements are provided to engage the shaft 14 sealably. A handgrip 28, having
for detecting rotational movement of the shaft and for an inner sizing sleeve 26, surrounds the shaft end 24
indicating the direction of rotation of the joystick. above the bellows 30 to facilitate gripping and pivotal
As well, the preferred embodiment includes a mi- 25 movement of the shaft by a user,

crocomputer based controller which provides several A stop plate 34, best shown in FIG. 3, is mounted on
advantageous features in operating the joystick includ- a lower surface ofbearing housing 12 by screws 42. The
m£ : stop plate 34 has a central bore 36 with two eccentric

the capability to operate the joystick as a propor- lobes 38 provided therethrough. The lower end 40 of
tional or ON/OFF device; 30 shaft 14 passes through the central bore 36 to extend

the capability to provide a non-linear output signal beneath the bearing housing 12. A dowel pin 44 is fitted
from the joystick; through a bore 46 in shaft 14 adjacent the stop plate 34.

the capability to maintain a joystick output signal, The dowel pin 44 is located within the passages formed
when desired by the operator, even after the joystick through the stop plate and abuts against the walls of
movement has ended; 35 eccentric lobes 38 when the. shaft is rotated to limit

the capability to compare detected joystick displace- rotation of shaft 14 to a predefined range. In the pre-
ments to preset displacement ranges stored in the con- ferred embodiment, the eccentric lobes 38 are sized to
troller and to disregard spurious or erroneous signals; allow the shaft 14 to be rotated a total of approximately
aad 45 degrees.

the capability to filter detected movements to enable 40 A helical spring 48 passes about the shaft end 40
spurious or erroneous signals to be disregarded. beneath the stop plate 34. Each end of the spring 48
A preferred embodiment ofthe present invention will terminates in an arm which extends inwardly towards

now be described, by way of example only, with refer- the longitudinal axis of the spring 48 at right angles
ence to the attached drawings wherein: thereto. The undersurface of the stop plate 34 has a slot
FIG. 1 shows a section of a joystick; 45 50 and an annular shoulder 51 formed therein. The
FIG. 2 shows a sectional view taken along line I—I of shoulder 51 receives the upper portion of the spring

FIG
- while the slot 50 receives the arm. Retainers 52 fastened

FIG. 3 shows a sectional view taken along line CC in to the bearing housing by screws 42 retain the upper
FI£ *J

-
end of spring 48 in position in slot 50, and on shoulder

FIG. 4 shows a sectional view taken along lineDD in 50 51.

F1£, 2; A spring mounting plate 54, best shown in FIG. 4, is
FIG. 5 shows a view in the direction of arrows B in located at the lower end 40 of shaft 14. The spring

r t
mounting plate 54 has a collar 63, sized to receive the

FIG. 6 shows a view in the direction of the arrows A lower end 40 of the shaft. The collar 63 is maintained inm
S?"l:

- , . _ . , „ » place by a spring pin 56 which passes through the collar
rio. 7 is a block diagram of the microcomputer 63 and through a bore 58 in shaft 14.

based^controller; The upper surface of spring mounting plate 54 has a
FIG. 8 shows a diagrammatic representation of the slot 60 and a shoulder 61 similar to those provided on

shape of the magnetic field produced by a center assem- the undersurface of the stop plate, against which the
blyof magnets shown in FIG. 5; 60 lower end of helical spring 48 abuts while slot 60 re-
FIGS. 9,10,11 are flow charts detailing a logic flow of cerves the arm formed at the end of the spring 48 The

a racrocomputer controller; lower end ofthe spring 48 is maintained in position with
FIG. 12 is a diagrammatic representation of a latch respect to the slot and shoulder by clamps 62, only one

function; of which is shown in FIG. 1, and screws 66.
FIG. 13 is a plot comparing indicated outputs and 65 The shaft 14 is centered translationally by the spring

scaled outputs; and
. . 48 which is maintained inI compression between the stop

FIG. 14 is a sample table of scaled response values plate 34 and the spring.mounting plate 54. The arms of
corresponding to the plot shown in FIG. 13. spring 48 retained in the slots also allow the spring to

06/29/2003, EAST Version: 1.03.0002
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center , the shaft 14 rotationally. Thus, all centering A memory device 104 (any suitable ROM or .

requirements are met by spring 48 alone. EPROM memory) is connected to microcomputer 102

An indicator mount 64, best shown in FIG. 5, is se: . and stores operating software for the joystick mi-

cured by screws 66.to the underside of spring mounting crocomputer 102 as well as a set of predefined threshold

plate 54. The indicator mount 64 is preferably formed 5 values which are used for comparison purposes to de-

from non-ferromagnetic material and has a pair of inte- termine "valid" displacement of the shaft as will be.

grally formed wmgs68,69mclmedapproximately 45* to described hereinafter.

the plane of the mount 64. A magnet 70,71 is attached to The microcomputer output conductors 108,109 are

each wing 68,69 respectively and a magnet assembly 72 connected to a power driver unit 106 which amplifies

is attached to the center of the lower side of the mount W the output signals applied to conductors 10M09 to an

$4 appropriate voltage and/or current level. The amplified

The magnet assembly 72 is formed from a first disc- ™put signals generated by the driver unit 106 are ap-

shaped magnet 74 and a second, smaller diameter disc- Plied to output conductors 108 ,109 and are smtablefor

shaped magnet 76 glued to magnet 74. The assembly 72 connection to a control device, not shown. The power

is glued to mount 64 such that it lies on the longitudinal 15 driver unit 106 may be constructed m any appropriate

axis of shaft 14 when the indicator mount 64 is fastened «?"^£S*M power field effect tran-

*vl «^ ka sistors (FETs) or the like. .

"^SSSSKiid bcneaU, and spaced
,

from the indicator mount 64 as shown in FIGS. 1 and 2. ?
08 tuner 110. The tuner lip reccves a signal pulse

Fo^r Hall Effect sensor elements 80.82,84.86 are
20 fro

?
^nucrocomputer 102 at a reg^*

•

mterval. m the
*~ / \ J? j j • preferred embodiment every i second. If a pulse is not

mounted on the plate 78 and are arranged m an array *
from^ nicnJ2^. 102 when expected,

about two orthogon*^< v̂
m"^«-^l the timer 110 performs a hardware reset on the mi-

after referred to as the X and Y axes. For the sake of
crocom tcr^ In this mimncr) . a prograni failure or

clanty sensor element 80 ts heremafter referred to as
25 ^^ microco ter 102 ^ detected and a

the +X sensor, sensor element 84 as the -X sensor, ^ CTformed> A serial rt in is^ provided to
sensor element 82 as the -Y sensor and sensor element

& host^ uter io access ^ microcomputer
86 as the +Y sensor. At the mtersection point of the

1Q2 Jn^ manneri me host computer may be used to
two axes X,Y, another sensor element 88 heremafter ^ m ^^00^ or: debugging operations. It is

referred to as the radial sensor, is mounted fiat upon the ^ ^ contemplated that the joystick controller could
mounting plate 78. In addition, at the periphery of commuiuCate directly to dependent control devices
mounting plate 78 and spaced equidistant from the axis through a serial bus attached to the serial port. 111.

Y, two additional Hall-Effect sensor elements 90, 92 are ^ detection of displacement of the joystick shaft 14
located. will now De described with reference to the above fig-

Sensor element 90, hereinafter referred to as the 35 ures and in addition to FIGS. 8,9,10.

counter-clockwise sensor, is mounted at a 45* angle Referring now to FIG. 8, the indicator mount 64 and
with respect to the plane of the mounting plate 78, with ^ mounting plate 78 are shown. The dashed isobars

the upper edge of the sensor element orientated away show the shape of the magnetic field produced by. the

from axis Y. Sensor element 92, hereinafter referred to assembly 72 of magnets 74,76. Using the reference axes

as the clockwise sensor, is also mounted at a 45* degree ^ Qf FIG. 8, when the shaft 14 of the joystick is moved in

.

angle which is complementary to that of sensor element the -X direction, the indicator mount 64 is tilted with
90. A thermal sensing element or thermistor 94 may also respect to the sensor mounting plate 78. This tilting

be included on mounting plate 78 as shown. reduces the magnetic field strength received at the +X.
The mounting plate 78 is positioned below indicator sensor 80 and the radial sensor 88 and increases the field

mount 64 in a manner such that sensor element 88 is 45 strength received at the —X sensor 84. When this oc-

located directly below magnet assembly 72 and such curs, the output signals generated by the sensors,

that the magnets 70,71 face sensor elements 90,92 re- change. Displacement of the. shaft 14 along the Y axis

spectively when the shaft 14 is in its centered position. changes the output signals ofthe +Y and -Y sensors in

Referring to FIG. 7, a block diagram of a joystick a similar manner,

controller is illustrated with only three joystick sensors 50 After a reset, whether a power on reset or a watch-

being shown for simplicity. As can be seen, each of the dog reset, the microcomputer 102 commences execu-

sensors 80,84,88 is connected to a line termination unit tion of the operating software.stored in memory 104, a 0

96.which filters the output signals from the sensors to portion of the logical flow of which is shown in flow

reduce high frequency electronic noise and/or tran- chart form in FIGS. 9, 10 and 11. The program may
sients and to provide protection from voltage spikes or 55 contain a power on self test (POST), if desired, and any.

surges to the other components of the system. The line other initializing routines.which may be required for the

termination unit 96 may be comprised of any suitable particular application. When the. microcomputer 102

filtering circuits, such as an RLC network. The outputs has completed the initialization, the main operation loop .

of the line termination unit 96 are connected to a multi- starts, as indicated at step 112 in FIG. 9.

plexer 98 which. is controlled by a microcomputer 102. 60. In step 112, the microcomputer 102 first reads in the

The microcomputer is preferably in the form of a single digital value of the radial sensor 88. This is accom-

integrated circuit or chip such as an Intel 80C31 for plished by controlling multiplexer 98 so that the analog

example. The output of the multiplexer 98 is applied to signal generated by the.radial sensor, is applied to the A
an analog to digital (A to D) converter 100. The output to D converter 100 after being filtered by the termiha-

of the A to D converter 100 is connected to the mi- 65. tion unit 96. Once, the analog signal. is converted,into

crocomputer 102. In this manner, the microcomputer . digital form, the digital signal is. received by the mi-

102 is capable of controlling the multiplexer 98 and
,

crocomputer 102 and storedin the registers therein,

hence data flow from the sensors to the microcomputer. Thereafter; the stored digital value is compared to a

06/29/2003, EAST Version: 1,03.0002
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radial threshold value stored in memory 104 which is sensors outputs, in turn, to A to D converter 100 and
used to determine if a valid displacement of the joystick then transferring the digitized values into registers in
has occurred. Depending upon the result ofthe compar- the microcomputer 102 as indicated at steps 134 and
ison, the microcomputer 102 determines whether or not .136. At step 138, the microcomputer 102 calculates the
a valid displacement of the shaft has occurred. This 5 difference between the digitized values and compares
allows the controller to ignore small displacements of the magnitude of the difference to a predefined Y
the shaft due to operator error, mechanical vibrations, threshold value also stored in the memory 104 (step
or small indicated displacements due to the various 140).
sensor element tolerances. Depending upon the results of the threshold compari-
Each degree of freedom of the joystick has its own 10 son at step 140, the microcomputer 102 determines

predefined threshold value, as does the magnitude of whether or not there has been displacement of the shaft
the displacement. Thus, in the preferred embodiment along the Y axis. Ifno displacement along theY axis has
the memory 104 stores a threshold value for displace- occurred, the outputs on the +Y conductors 108C and
ment about theX axis and Y axis, a value for the magni- the -Y conductors 108D are cleared by the microcom-
tude of the displacement and a value for rotation. * 15 puter 102 as indicated at step 142, and the microcom-

In step 114, if the digital value resulting from the puter returns to step 112.
output of the radial sensor is greater than the predefined If a displacement of the shaft has occurred in the +Y
radial threshold value, the microcomputer 102 deter- direction, as determined by a positive difference being
mines that no valid translation of the shaft has occurred generated after comparing the digitized values (step
and the microcomputer 102 proceeds to check for rota- 20 144), a signal indicating the magnitude of the dispkee-
tion of the shaft at step 116 as will be described hereinaf- ment, as stored at step 118, is output on the +Y conduc-
ter

* tor 108C by the microcomputer 102 as indicated at step
If the digitized radial sensor output signal is less than 148 and the -Y conductor 108D is cleared If the dif-

the predefined radial threshold value, the microcom- ference is negative at step 144, a signal indicating the
puter 102 stores the difference between the threshold 25 magnitude of the displacement is output onto the -Y
value and the measured value in a register (step 118). conductor 108D by the nricrocomputer 102 and +Y
This difference indicates the magnitude of the displace- conductor 108C is cleared as indicated at step 146. The
ment of shaft 14. The microcomputer 102 then proceeds microcomputer 102 then proceeds to step 112.
to check the differential pairs of the +X,-X and The signals output on conductors 108 by the mi-
+Y.-Y sensor elements to determine the direction of 30 crocomputcr 102 upon detection of shaft displacement
the joystick displacement. are pulse width modulated PWM. This type of signal is
The +X.-X differential sensor pair is checked first, well known to those of skill in the art and will only be

as follows. As indicated at step 120, the microcomputer briefly described herein. As is known t those of skill in
102 controls multiplexer 98 to connect the filtered out- the art, PWM signals are in the form of a continuous
put of +X sensor to the A to D converter 100 and thus, 35 train of pulses with a fixed period but a variable duty
transfers the digitized value, when ready, into its regis- cycle. The duty cycle of the pulse train is set by the
XeT*- microcomputer depending on the magnitudes of the

In a similar manner, at step 122, the microcomputer detected differences: For example, if the shaft is de-
102 transfers the digital value of the -X sensor into tected as being displaced in the +X direction with the
other registers. The microcomputer 102 then calculates 40 magnitude of displacement being 10% of the shaft's
the difference of the two signals by subtracting the -X range of movement, the signal output to conductor
value from the +X value as indicated at step 124. The 108A by the microcomputer 102 is in the form of a puke
magnitude of this difference is compared to a prede- train with fixed period wherein the pulse is 'on' for 10%
fined X threshold value (step 126) and if the difference of the period and 4

ofF for the balance of the period. If
is greater than the threshold value, the microcomputer 45 the displacement had been detected as having a magni-
102 next determines the sign of the difference as indi- tude of90% of the range of movement, the pulse would
Ca
£
d? S

i2
128

"
bew for of*c P^0*1 md *

ofr for balance.
If the difference is positive, the microcomputer 102 Once the.PWM signals are applied to the conductors

outputs a signal indicating the magnitude of the dis- 108, they are fed to power drivers 106 and amplified to
placement, as previously stored at step 118, on the +X 50 provide output signals on conductors 108* which have
conductor 108A and clears the -X conductor 108B as the appropriate voltage and/or current required by the
indicated at step 132. If the difference is negative, a control devices, not shown. As the period of the pulse
signal indicating the magnitude of the displacement is train (typically in the millisecond range) is preferably
output on the -X conductor 108B and the +Xconduc- much shorter than the response time of the control
tor 108A is cleared as indicated at step 130. The mi- 55 devices, the control devices effectively receive the av-
crocomputer 102 then performs similar operations on eragc value of the PWM signal. For example, if the
the signals from the +Y,-Y differential sensor pair by pulse train has a 50% duty cycle and alternates between
proceeding to step 134. zero and 10 volts, a connected control device would

Alternately, if the magnitude of the X difference is operate as if it were receiving a steady 5 volt signal,
less than the predefined X threshold value at step 126, 60 Similarly, in the case of the previous example of a 10%
output conductors 108A and 108B are both cleared as movement, the control device would operate as if it
indicated at step 127 signifying that no X displacement were receiving a 1 volt signal Thus, the joystick in this
of the shaft has occurred. The microcomputer 102 then embodiment functions in a "proportional" mode when
proceeds to step 134 to check the +

Y

(-Y differential translation^ movement of the shaft occurs,
se2?r Pa£ « While the +X and -X outputs are mutually exclu-
The +Y,-Y differential sensor pair is checked in a sive, as are the +Y and -Y outputs, the microcom.

manner similar to the +X,-X differential pair by con- puter 102 can output the X and Y output signals at the
trolling the multiplexer 98 to connect the +-Y and -Y same time, This occurs when the shaft 14 is displaced in
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a diagonal direction. In this case the magnitude of both not be the case if the joystick is.translated to an extreme

output signals is the same. point before being rotated. It is contemplated that rota-

lf, at step 114, the digital value generated by the . tion checking can be performed, if desired, at any point/

radial sensor is greater than the predefined radial by providing additional rotational indicators and sensor

threshold value (signifying no valid displacement of the 5 elements.

shaft), the microcomputer 102 proceeds to check for The program stored in memory 104 may also be al-

rotation of the shaft 14 at step 116. tered to provide additional features to the joystick sys-

As mentioned previously, rotation detection of the tern as required. A first additional, feature for the joy-

shaft is performed by the two rotation sensor elements ; stick may be the provision of a latch function! A latch

90,92 and rotation indicators 70,71..When the shaft Wis 10 function maintains an output after its corresponding

centered, the indicators 70,71 are. located between, and input has been removed. One possible implementation

face, their corresponding sensor elements 90,92. of the latch function would be to monitor the duration

When shaft 14 is rotated, in the clockwise direction, of an input signal and, if the signal was ON for at least

indicator 71 moves away from sensor element 92. At the a predetermined, period of time, the output would be

same time indicator 70 moves closer to sensor element 15 latched to the ON state. After the removal of the input

90. Thus, the magnetic field received at sensor element signal, the latch function would maintain the ON output

90 increases as indicator 70 moves closer to it and the until the input was briefly reapplied or until an opposite

magnetic field received at sensor element 92 decreases input was applied.

by the increased distance between h and indicator 71. FIG. 12 shows an example of the clockwise rotation

Similarly, when the shaft 14 is rotated in a counter- 20 signal being latched. The clockwise input signal, shown

clockwise direction, the magnetic field received at sen- in dashed lines, is maintained ON for the predetermined

sor element 92 increases and the magnetic field received detection period, in this case four seconds. During this

at sensor element 90 decreases. period the output, shown in solid line, is ON. At the

The signals generated by the rotation sensor elements four second point, the joystick is. moved so that the

90,92 are convened to digital values in a manner similar 25 corresponding input is OFF but the output is main-

to the signals from the other sensor elements as de- tainedih its ON state by the latch. The joystick operator

scribed previously. The microcomputer 102 controls may then; at some future time, move the shaft Win
the multiplexer 98 to connect the sensor element signals another direction. In this example, the operator moves

to the A to D converter 100 and transfers the digitized the joystick in the +X Section at the five second

signals into its registers. The value from the clockwise 30 point.

sensor is transferred as indicated at step 116 and the During the period between the five and eight seconds

value from counter-clockwise sensor is transferred as the+X input, shown in dashed lines, is ON and the +X
indicated at step 150. The difference of the two values is and clockwise rotation output signals are both ON. The

determined by subtracting the value of counter-clock- operator ends the +X displacement at the eight second

wise sensor from the value from clockwise sensor as 35 point and centers the joystick. At the nine second point,

indicated at step 152. * the operator briefly rotates the shaft 14* clockwise to

The magnitude of the difference is then compared to release the latch function and centers the joystick at the

a predefined rotation threshold value also stored in ten second point when the clockwise rotation output is

memory 104 as indicated at step 154. If the difference is switched OFF.

greater than the rotation threshold value, the mi: .40 It is anticipated that any number of the outputs could

crocomputer 102 proceeds to determine whether the be provided with a latch function as may be appropriate

difference is a positive or a negative value as indicated for a particular application.

at step 156. If the difference is a positive value, the A second additional feature which may be provided

microcomputer provides a logic "high" output signed . is that of filtering spurious signals. To avoid eiToneous

on the clockwise output (CW) conductor 109A and 45 outputs due to spurious signals caused by vibration,

clears the counter-clockwise (CCW) conductor 109B as . operator errors, etc., the controller may perform low

indicated at step 158 indicating that a clockwise rotation pass filtering on the .sensor outputs. This filtering may

has occurred. If the difference between, the sensor val- .be performed by a variety of techniques including digi-

ues is negative, a logic "high" output signal oh the tal filtering using well known principles of Finite Inv

CCW conductor 109B 102 as indicated at step 160 and 50 pulse Response or Infinite Impulse Response filters, or

the CW conductor 109A is cleared. The microcomputer may be simply implemented as a requirement that an

102 then proceeds to step 112. input signal be maintained ON for at.least a minimum

Thus, the rotation output lines 109A.109B only carry time period. For example, it may be decided that signal

ON/OFF signals. It should be understood however, durations of less than one second are .to be ignored,

that a proportional system can be implemented if de- 55 A third additional feature may be provided in that the

sired by modifying the control program in memory 104. . . magnitude of the displacement which is included in the

If, at step 154, the difference from step 152 is less than output 108 may be scaled to provide other response

the rotation threshold value, the microcomputer clears , profiles to thejoystick when operating as a proportional

the CW conductor 109A and the CCW conductor 1WB device. FIG. 13 shows a plot comparing a linear output,

at step 162 to indicate that no rotation of the shaft has 60 to an exponentially scaled output It may be desired,

occurred and proceeds to step 112. when operating devices such as hydraulic pumps which

It should be noted that in the preferred embodiment, have nonlinear performance characteristics, that the

examination of the rotation sensor element outputs to controller scale the magnitude component of its output

determine rotational movement of the shaft is only per- to allow the operator to obtain a linear correspondence

formed after first determining that no translational dis- 65 between the joystick inputs and the pump output
.
The

placement of the shaft has occurred. In this manner,
.

scaling function may ..be provided by arithmetically

indicators 70,71 are close enough ;to sensor elements scaling the magnitude signal by some predetermined

90,92 to provide a reasonable field strength. This might mathematical function or by consulting a lookup table
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which may be stored in memory 104. A sample table, a pair of- spaced, rotational sensors on said support

corresponding to the plot in FIG. 13 is shown in FIG. surface;

14. In actual use, the values of FIG. 14 may be trun- at least one element on said shaft adjacent said one

cated or rounded to integer values. end thereof, said at least one element being mov-

To perform a lookup, the microcomputer calculates 5 able over said support surface upon movement of

an INDICATED RADIUS output in the above- said shaft, movement of at least one element being

described manner and then consults memory 104 to find detected by said first and second pairs of sensors,

the corresponding DESIRED OUTPUT. The DE- said single sensor and said rotational sensors, said

SIRED OUTPUT is then supplied as the magnitude first and second pairs ofsensors detecting the direct

component of the output 108. It should be understood 10 of displacement of said at least one element upon

thai the scaling is not limited to linearizing system re- pivoting of said shaft from a datum and said single

sponse, virtually any response may. be provided by sensor detecting the magnitude of said displace-

proper selection of the scaling function or of the values ment, said rotational sensors detecting the direction

in the lookup table. of rotation of said at least one element upon rota-

A fourth additional feature may be provided in that a 15 ^on of said shaft; and

thermistor 94 may provide a further signal to the mi- control means receiving sensor output signals from

crocomputer, again through multiplexer 98, indicating said first second pairs of sensors, said signal

the temperature of the sensor elements. Thus, the con- sensor and said rotational, sensor corresponding to

trolier may correct any errors in the sensor element movement of said at least one element and output-

signals due to temperature variations by scaling the
20 control signals representing the direction of

readings in a manner similar to that discussed above.
movement of said at least one element to a depen-

This temperature compensation may be particularly „
^nt device to be controlled,

useful in applications requiring a high degree of accu- £ A J°*f<* devwe according to claim 1 wherein

racy
said control signals further indicate the magnitude of

Although the joystick has been described as function-
25 ^movement. •

.

ing in a proportional mode during translation^ move- * devic
f
acc<>^g to

;

claim 2 wherem

ment of the shaft, it should be apparent that the joystick
™6 ™niT

t

°l mea
f

mamtams a
r
contro1

may be operated as an ON/OFF device. To 'achieve. £j2?2^ °f
f"'

&
\

*wtc mt^nt «;»««ic ~mAA-A ™ ins a Ieast one element after said element at least one element

, * i

P ^1 ,1 i, k t7 30 *™ been <° said datum,
not be PWM signals but instead would be one of two 4 A . .

k d w according t0 claim 2 wherein
different voltage levels, one represenung an OFF signa ^d rf ^ mdicati^ of oS at
and Uie other an ON signal. It should be ^derstood t^

,east one e|enfent m conf)gured t0

P
ft ^ or lesser

to change from a proportional device to an ON/OFF
displacement through at least one portion of the range

device would only require that the program stored in
35 of movement of^ at least one

memory 104 be changed so that microcomputer 102 5 A j tick device accordmg t0 claim 2
does not provrte PWM outputs.

including biasing means to return said shaft to said
Thus, the present invention provides advantages in datum after said^ has been moved,

that a relatively simple displacement and rotational 6. A joystick device ^rding to claim 5 herein
detection scheme implementing Hall Effect sensors is « said biasing means Urn the fom of a smglesprmg acting
used to determine universal movement of the joystick betwccn ^d shaft md^ supporl surface
handle. Moreover the use of a single spacing to center r A joystick dcvice according to claim 1 wherein
the joystick handle translationally and rotationally re- ^d mcans mciudes memory means storing
duces components while providing a robust and inex- threshold displacement values, srid control means com-
pensive centering mechanism. 45 pariog the magnitude of said sensor output signals with

It is to be understood that any combination of the ^ threshold displacement values to determine
above features may be included as required. It is to be whether a valid displacement of said at least one ele-
further understood that modification of the controller, ment has occurred, said control means providing said
to include the above features or to change a scaling cq^q] signals upon detection of a valid displacement
operation ifprovided, may be implemented by changing 50 0f said at least one element.
the contents of the memory 104. g. A joystick device according to claim 7 wherein
We claim:

. said control means further mciudes filtering means op-
1. A joystick device comprising: erable upon said sensor output signals to remove spuri-
a shaft; ous signals therein.
a support surface spaced from one end of said shaft; 55 9. A joystick device according to claim 1 further

.
mounting means acting between said shaft and said including biasing means to return said shaft to said

support surface to allow, pivotal displacement datum after said shaft has been moved,
therebetween, said mounting means further allow* 10. A joystick device according to claim 9 wherein
ing said shaft to be rotated about the longitudinal said biasing means is in the form of a single spring acting
axis of said shaft; 60 between said shaft and said support surface.

first and second pairs of sensors on said support sur- 11. A joystick device according to claim 9 wherein
face operating as differential pairs, said first pair of said control means further mciudes filtering means op-
sensors being arranged along a^ first axis and said erable upon said sensor output signals to minimi*^ or
second pair of sensors being arranged along a sec- remove spurious signals therein,

ond axis orthogonal to said first axis; 65 12. A joystick device according to claim 9 wherein
a single sensor on said support surface generally cen- said control means only monitors the output of said

trally located relative to said first and second pairs . rotational sensors when a valid displacement of said at

of sensors; least one element has not been detected.
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13. A joystick device according to claim 1 wherein rotational sensors, said first and second pans of

said control means maintains a control signal indicating sensors detecting the. direction of displacement of

the direction of movement of said at least one element said magnet assembly upon pivoting of said shaft

after said at least one element has been returned to said . from a datum and said single sensor detecting the

datum. 5 magnitude of said displacement, said rotational.

14. A joystick device comprising: sensors detecting the direction of rotation of said

a shaft; magnet assembly upon rotation of said shaft

a support surface spaced from one end of said shaft; 15. A joystick device as defined in claim 14 wherein
mounting means including a spherical bearing acting said at least one dement includes a pair of magnets, one
between said shaft and said support surface to per- 10 of said magnets being spaced from said magnet assem-

mit pivotal movement of said shaft relative to said bly, said rotational
t
sensors monitoring movement of

support surface and rotational movement of said . said pair of magnets.

shaft about the longitudinal axis thereof; 16. A joystick device according to claim 15 wherein
abutment means on said support surface to limit said said pair of magnets and said rotational sensors are

rotational movement on said, shaft; IS inclined at an angle with respect to a plane normal to

first and second pairs of sensors on said support siir- the longitudinal axis of said shaft

face operating as differential pairs, and first pair of 17. A joystick device according- to claim 16 wherein
sensors being arranged along a first axis and said said magnets and magnet assembly are mounted on a
second pair of sensors being arranged along a sec- first plate carried by said shaft and said first and second
ond axis substantially orthogonal to said first axis; 20 pairs of sensors, said single sensor and said rotational

a single sensor on said support surface generally cen- sensors are mounted on a second plate spaced from said

traily located relative to said first and second pairs first plate.

of sensors; 18; A joystick, device according to claim 14 further"

a pair of spaced, rotational sensors on said support including control means receiving sensor output signals

surface; and 25 from said first and second pairs of sensors, said single

at least one element in the form of a magnet assembly sensor and said rotational sensors corresponding to

mounted on said one end of said shaft, said magnet movement of said magnet assembly and outputting con-

assembly being movable over said support surface trol signals representing the direction of movement of
upon movement of said shaft, movement of said said magnet assembly to a dependant device to be con-
magnet assembly being detected by said first and 30 trolled. . _

"

second pairs of sensors, said single sensor and said • • * * *
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